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(or major history 
nerd)
What is History?
How do we define 
it?
How do we teach 
it?
The 2020 Collection
● Goal: reimagine history as a verb
○ Historical analysis, accessibility, and agency through fashion
○ Tangible pieces




























Election of Joe 
Biden/Kamala 
Harris




● Dip-dyed sleeves and collar
● Embroidered phrase “out with 
the orange” and Capitol Building
● Photographed piece
Total: 4 hours




● Cut apart the shirts, took 
measurements, stitched together
● Sketched design onto surface








● Reached out to Sylvia
● Sketched lettering on back 










● Cut fabric from one shirt to form 
new circle
● Stitched circle onto piece
● Sketched design








● Sketched design on surface
● Embroidered silhouette and neck 
detail
● Sketched glasses onto fabric then 
cut out and stitched on
● Photographed piece
Total: 6 hours





● Sketched design onto surface
● Embroidered letter outlines





● 2020 was a year of highs and lows, unprecedented change, and 
thematic continuity
○ Events are not isolated
● Rebranding history requires a reimagining
○ Active, fluid, nuanced
○ Tangible
● We are history
○ The 2020 collection allows people to find their place in history 
What’s Next for the Project?
● Sell pieces as part of fundraiser 
○ Each piece to corresponding foundation
● Transform pieces into an extended collection
● Create digital/editorial magazine
                     Fashion+History=
What’s Next For Me?
● Woodring’s MIT program
○ High school history teacher
● Potential summer internship 
○ Smithsonian
● More embroidery, more singing, more history!
Thank you for listening!
History Through Fashion: The 2020 Collection
*Script*
Slide 1: Hello, everyone! Welcome to my senior capstone presentation. My project is titled
“History Through Fashion: The 2020 Collection.”
Slide 2: Before we dive into the collection, allow me first to introduce myself. So, who am I? My
name is Alex Wiecking, and I am a 20-year-old senior here at Western. I grew up in Wenatchee,
a city in central Washington with an incredibly small-town feel and the best apples known to
man. I lived in this little bubble until 2018 when I transitioned to Bellingham to attend university.
When I’m not in class, I find myself engaged in art, music, and a passion for sustainability and
education. My love for education not only encompasses a desire to always keep learning, but
extends to the professional sphere as well. At Western, I am a psychology and interdisciplinary
studies minor. I am also a history major (or major history nerd); the exact title has yet to be
decided. And as previously mentioned, my dream is to become a history teacher. It is precisely
these last two passions––history and education––that brought me to a single question.
Slide 3: What is history? How do we define it, and how do we teach it? Too often, history is
confined to spaces of the past––people and events long forgotten and hardly significant. So how
do we go from imagining history as something fixed that requires rote memorization of facts, to
something more colorful? A domain more dynamic and interdisciplinary?
Slide 4: I bring to you “The 2020 Collection.” The collection aims to reimagine history as a verb,
something you actively do, rather than something you passively observe. By conceptualizing
2020 into tangible pieces, the collection provides historical analysis, accessibility, and agency
through wearable fashion. This not only expands our ideas of history, but challenges common
conceptions of history as static. So altogether, what does this mean? This means we must rebrand
history.
Slide 5: The collection is broken up into a timeline of six dates, each with a corresponding piece
to represent said event. We begin in January of 2020, which marks the final year of Donald
Trump’s presidency. We then transition to February, when the first case of COVID-19 in the U.S.
is announced (specifically in Washington). Moving on, we have May. After the murder of
George Floyd at the hands of police, the country sees nationwide Black Lives Matter protests. In
August, wildfires take over the Western U.S., leading to immeasurable damage. In September,
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg loses her battle to cancer. We then end in November of 2020, which
marks the election of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris.
Slide 6: So, let’s begin. Piece number one is titled “Out with Orange,” relating to the final year
of Donald Trump’s presidency.
Slide 7: First, we’ll take a look at my beginning sketch, which was nothing more than a rough
brainstorming session. I was most drawn to the idea of incorporating orange. Throughout
Trump’s presidency, social media has referred to him as “cheetoh man,” the “orange man,” and
quite a few other nicknames. Just as cheetoh dust leaves a stain on your fingers, Trump has
blemished the U.S. presidency. Because of this, I imagined a white shirt with the collar and
sleeves dyed orange, representative of Trump and his evils seeping out of the White House.
Although the capitol insurrection took place in January of 2021, I felt that its magnitude and
connection to Trump had to be incorporated into the piece. Hence, I sketched a small capitol
building on the sleeve. And here is the final piece.
Slide 8: I will now do a quick run-through of the piece’s specific process. First, I thrifted the
white long-sleeve shirt. As mentioned in my introduction, sustainability (both on a personal and
global level) is incredibly important to me, so each piece of the collection has either been thrifted
or reused from my wardrobe. After finding the shirt, I dip-dyed the sleeves and color in a
homemade orange tint. Once it dried, I sketched the “out with the orange” phrase and capitol
building in the desired placement. I then embroidered it all in black thread. Once the embroidery
was complete, I photographed the piece. This specific piece was the least time-intensive of the
collection, and took me about 4 hours to complete (minus the washing and drying time for the
dye).
Slide 9: Piece number 2 is titled “The COVID Chamomile.”
Slide 10: While I was sure I wanted to include COVID-19, I was uncertain on how to initially
incorporate it into a design. And then, it hit me: a flower. The center of the flower symbolizes the
COVID molecule, and is modeled off the diagram released by the FDA and CDC. Though I had
not yet decided the exact coloring of the flower, I knew I wanted the middle of the flower to
contain a variety of textures and embroidery stitches (such as a french knot). Apart from the
COVID-19 center, the rest of the design is modeled off the petals of a chamomile (hence the
name and use of alliteration). Here is the final piece.
Slide 11: The process of this shirt was as follows: First, I thrifted a black and purple shirt.
Because I wanted to convey a transition of lifestyles and worlds, I tore apart each shirt, measured
it up with the other, and sewed them together to form a split design. After sketching the desired
design on the shirt, I embroidered the center outline, the petals, and the inner details. I then
photographed the piece. Before this piece, I had never handsewn, nor had I experimented with
different embroidery stitches. The total time spent on this piece was about 8 hours. While 8 hours
may not seem like a long time, it can be a bit boring to sit still and embroider. However, “New
Girl” was my absolute savior during this piece, and I ended up binging an entire season of the
show while I worked.
Slide 12: The third piece is titled “Voices of BLM.”
Slide 13: From the get-go, I had a pretty specific vision in my head for this piece. I imagined a
jacket of some kind with a large back panel, so that I would be able to list the names of the Black
men and women killed by police in 2020. Here is my initial sketch, and here is my final product.
Slide 14: After thrifting the jean jacket, I reached out to Sylvia, a Black artist located in New
York. I had been following Sylvia for a while on Instagram, and I found her art to be both
visually stunning and thematically complex. Aiming to amplify Black voices and expression, I
reached out to her about collaborating on a design for the piece. While we exchanged a few
emails about Black Lives Matter and possible design options, our communication unfortunately
ended up teetering off. However, her perspective on the protests and Black history was incredibly
valuable to both the piece and my role as an anti-racist ally. After confirming my final design, I
sketched the names on the back of the jacket, as well as the Black Power fist on the front. I then
hand-painted the lettering on the back panel. Once it dried, I embroider the Black Power fist in
black thread. I then photographed the piece. “Voices of BLM” took about 8 hours to complete.
Slide 15: Piece number four is titled “To Be Continued,” and refers to both the wildfires and
growing environmental crisis.
Slide 16: For this design, I wanted to play off images of a burned, lifeless Earth, rather than
embroidering a more straightforward symbol of fire. However, I planned to incorporate reference
to fire by including a single maroon outline around the Earth. Here is my initial sketch, followed
by the final design.
Slide 17: For this piece, I thrifted both a green and brown shirt, in order to properly play with the
Earth tones of my original sketch. After cutting out a circle from the brown material, I stitched
the shape onto the green base, forming my Earth. I then sketched the continents, before
embroidering them in a light brown thread to compliment the dark background. For the final
touch, I added the maroon thread around the perimeter of the Earth. I then photographed the
piece. The total time for this piece was about 6 hours.
Slide 18: Piece number five is titled “The Notorious RBG” in remembrance of the life and
legacy of Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Slide 19: For this piece, I imagined a silhouette-style image in embroidery thread. While I was
certain of this aspect of the design, I was unsure of what direction to go with the eyes. However,
I knew I wanted something with more depth than thread. Here is my initial sketch, followed by
the finished product.
Slide 20: After thrifting the black turtleneck, I sketched the outline of the RBG silhouette. I then
followed the design with white embroidery thread. Once the outline was complete, I sketched
RBG’s glasses on a bright, multi-colored fabric. I then cut the glasses out and stitched them on in
the desired position. While the fabric was incredibly beautiful (and fitting to the colorful life of
RBG), it was very fragile and difficult to work with. It broke a few times during the process, and
I ended up restitching it more times than I care to admit. After the piece was complete, I then
photographed it. “The Notorious RBG” took about 6 hours to finish.
Slide 21: The final piece in the collection is titled “We Did It, Joe,” and it symbolizes this
incredibly iconic moment (and historical meme).
Slide 22: Video
Slide 23: This piece is my personal favorite of the collection, because I imagined the design
much before beginning the project. I imagined rainbow lettering and eye-catching text on a plain
shirt. While the rainbow coloring is aesthetically pleasing, its visual appeal was only one factor
in the design. Undoubtedly, the election of Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris
promised no quick-fix to the country’s systemic injustices. However, their election represented a
moment of hope for many citizens, specifically people of color and  members of the LBTQ+
community. Because of this, I chose a design of life, vibrance, and possibility. Here is my initial
sketch, followed by the final product.
Slide 24: The election piece is a bit deceiving in its simplicity. In fact, it was actually the most
time-intensive of the collection. After thrifting the cream turtleneck, I sketched the phrase “We
did it, Joe.” Then, I outlined each letter in its corresponding embroidery thread. After the outline
was complete, I filled in each letter with the colored thread. Finally, I photographed the piece.
All in all, this piece took about 12 hours. Much like my binge-watching of “New Girl” for the
COVID-19 piece, this turtleneck required another form of entertainment: Barbie movies. While
embroidering the final piece of the collection, I may or may not have watched four Barbie
movies. I can say with certainty that I do not regret it in the slightest.
Slide 25: Now that we’ve viewed the entire collection, here is my post-project reflection. 2020
was a year of highs and lows, unprecedented change, and thematic continuity. It is precisely
these reasons that drove me to choose 2020 as my historical case study. In order to fully
understand and engage with history (both in 2020 and beyond), we must see events not as
isolated, but as part of a broader continuum of historical pattern. Rebranding history requires
reimagining it as an active, fluid, and nuanced domain. The 2020 collection not only provides
tangibility to history, but allows people to find their place and agency within it.
Slide 26: So, what’s next for the project? I plan to sell the collection as part of a fundraiser, with
each piece providing funds to a corresponding organization. In the near future, I also hope to
transform the pieces into an extended collection. And finally, I plan to create a digital magazine
to encompass the intersection between history and fashion. In this spread, individuals will be
able to read discussion on current historical events while also viewing a corresponding piece of
clothing.
Slide 27: What’s next for me? In the near future, I hope to attend Woodring’s MIT program and
become a high school history teacher. In my personal life, I will continue being exactly who I
am: a singer, a historian, and––more recently––an embroidery-fanatic. Whether teaching or
creating art, I am certain of one thing: I will constantly work to rebrand history, one thread at a
time.
Slide 28: That concludes my senior capstone presentation. Thank you so much for listening!
